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What’s it like working in
the electronics industry?

Joining XJTAG as a graduate has been the perfect

opportunity to apply what I learnt at university and to keep

learning and developing my skills. It’s proved a great way to

get exposure to the many different sides of industry, and it’s

particularly interesting to see how various client companies

do things differently. 

Having a clear training plan when I started was great, and

various engineers were assigned to help where necessary,

which made me feel guided through the initial training.

I immediately found that everyone was kind and helpful and

seemed to get on very well together. They clearly knew

each other personally a lot, and I was very quickly

welcomed into everyone’s personal lives.

My favourite subjects at university were the various digital

modules as I found logic very logical (pun intended!).

I studied JTAG boundary scan in a few of my modules

and found it fascinating how a little extra silicon on the

pins of a few chips means we can test so much of the

assembled board.

Being a graduate at XJTAG is really interesting because I get

exposed to many things I had never known about before,

including having fun in the workshop with the 3D printer and

CNC machine. I get to work on a lot of different aspects of

what we do, so I rapidly felt integrated with the other

engineers. I very quickly got to work on customer projects

and was surprised at how many different services XJTAG

provides. I love working here, and it feels like I learn something

new every day. I definitely enjoy how much responsibility I was

given even though I was so new to the company. 

The social events (in person

and virtual) very quickly

made it clear that employee

wellbeing is important to the

company. The go-karting,

mini-golf, BBQs, food truck,

and pub lunches have

been great, as is having a

pool table; I like that we

have areas for employees

to be social.

Cambridge is also a great place to be – I love the city

centre and sitting on the Greens in summer. This is a

perfect first-time job and introduction to industry. The

company’s management is very approachable, the team 

is super friendly, and people are always willing to help if

there’s a problem.

“ I very quickly got to work on customer
projects and was surprised at how many
different services XJTAG provides. 
I love working here, and it feels like 
I learn something new every day. ”
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